Are you the Restaurant Supervisor who is full of energy creating an unforgettable evening in
the dynamic concept of Floor 17? Are you full time available and would you like to work in an
international team? Then this vacancy is written for you!
Restaurant Supervisor Floor 17
(Full time)
Our motto for the guests is
“We know what you like. That's what makes us awesome!"
Floor 17 consists of different departments such as; breakfast, the sky bar, banqueting, fine-dining
restaurant Floor 17 and of course our beautiful rooftop terrace. Within this concept you will lead the
restaurant team and work closely with your colleagues in the kitchen. You have an eye for detail and
together with the (assistant) F&B Manager you ensure the team is trained to create beautiful
experiences for the guests.
You will be part of an enthusiastic team and we appreciate each other's talents. Providing service is
our second nature and it stands out in everything we do.
"With eye for detail you build a motivated and fun team"
As Supervisor your colleagues can rely on you. You’re creative in finding solutions and you ensure
that your team enjoys the work. You have a passion to share your knowledge and experience. Are you
ambitious? That’s great, because Floor 17 is part of Apollo & Leonardo Hotels, a growing hotel chain
with many opportunities for ambitious team members!
Besides a cool workplace in the sky, we offer
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Development via the Apollo & Leonardo Academy
Discount on stays at Apollo & Leonardo hotels
50% discount at Apollo & Leonardo Hotels restaurants
Get to know your workplace Program
Easy to reach via public transport and with your own car
Salary according to the CAO-Horeca
Travel expenses allowance
Collective healthcare and non-life insurance policies
Discount at various gyms with Bedrijfsfitness Online and we encourage sports initiatives
among colleagues

Found your dream job?
Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@leonardo-hotels.nl or call Janita from our HR
department at 020-2070320.

